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PUBLICATIONS
BOARD

; its May meeting, the LAA Publications 
>ard ciarried out its regular review of past 
rfomuance of LAA titles and looked for- 
ird to what will probably be the most am- 
tious LLAA publication to date — Harrison 
yan’s , Encyclopaedia of Australian library 
id injformation science. Although many 
tails o)f form as well as content remain to 

' resolwed, the Publications Board agreed in 
inciplee to the publication of this work, and 
;reed tto the editor commissioning authors 
r varioms articles.
At this meeting it was also announced that 
ank Tlhompson, formerly of the University 
Queemsland Press and now Director (Pub- 

hing) of the Australian Government Pub- 
hing Service, had been invited to join the 
iblicatiions Board. Frank’s knowledge of and 
:periemce in publishing would be invaluable 
the Association.
There was discussion of several publications 
progress, including Guide to Australian 

ferencce books: social sciences and informa- 
>n guicdes on other untapped areas of Aus- 
ilian reference work, a work on puppets, 
e Directory of Australian directories, a 
jw edittion of Ausloan, a guide to ‘going on

line’, the proceedings of the conference of the 
Audiovisual Committee and a new edition of 
Patterns of library services in Australia. It 
was reported that work on the seventh edi
tion of the Directory of special libraries was 
proceeding according to schedule, and that 
preparation of New Classics (to be published 
in conjunction with IBBY) was in hand.

A proposal to publish a bibliography of 
nineteenth century Australian works illus
trated with original photographs was to be 
explored further with the compiler, in order 
to broaden its appeal. In the offing are a new 
edition of the directory of library suppliers, a 
guide to AV resources in Australia and a work 
on microcomputers in Australian libraries.

By the time of the August meeting, all these 
projects will be edging towards reality, under 
the watchful eyes of the Board. Surprisingly 
for this writer, and busied with projects 
though the Board is, it is neither besieged by 
hopeful authors and compilers, nor wallowing 
in a moraine of ready-made manuscripts. 
Fame, if not fortune, awaits those with timely, 
useful and highly competent contributions to 
make to the professional literature, under the 
imprint of Australia’s premier library and in
formation science publisher.

David J Jones 
Member, Publications Board

FIIRST ASIAN-PACIFIC SPECIAL & 
LAW LIBRARIANS’ CONFERENCE
Incorrporating 7TH National Special Libraries Conference 

2ND National Law Librarians' Conference

THE FUTURE NOW:
CHANGING INFORMATION SOURCES
Proceedings of the conference held September 1-61985 

at the Hilton International, Melbourne Australia
The Proceedings contain the papers presented at the plenary sessions, the 
parallel sessions, and where supplied, the notes of participants in panel sessions.

The text of the 1st Lesle Symes Memorial Lecture is also included.
A joint publication of the National Special Libraries Section, Library Association 

of Australia and the Australian Law Librarians' Group 1985 
ISBN No. 0-86804-050-9,

Cost: $30 members; $45 non-members.
Price includes postage within Australia. Overseas add $3.00.

Order from LAA, 376 Jones Street, Ultimo NSW 2007

enterprise
Check our range of online services

INSTANTCOM XWORLD
Enterprise has been appointed distributor for 
INSTANTCOM XWORLD, the most friendly 
communications software on the market. 
XWORLD allows asychronous communication 
from your personal computer to other com
puters — personal, minis and mainframes. It 
supports messaging via electronic mail and telex 
services.
Configurations for hosts can be established and 
storea. Each stored configuration includes the 
automatic logon procedure for that host and up 
to ten macro key strings which can be sent by 
one keystroke.
XWORLD has all the features of other commu
nications software, PLUS a built-in full function 
word processor for text editing, preparing mes
sages offline, and preparing files for batch 
loading to other software.
ASK FOR A BROCHURE.

ONLINE CURRENTS
Our newsletter will keep you up to date on the 
dynamic world of online information.
$65 per annum (10 issues).
Our SPECIAL OFFER allows you to subscribe 
until the end of 1986 for only $30.

INTRODUCTORY SEMINARS 
ONLINE SEARCHING
• Systems Overview
• nardware & software requirements
• Telecommunications
• Information Retrieval languages
• Search Strategy
• Budgeting & Management
• Marketing the service
• Subject Orientation for Special Interest 

Groups

Presented by: KATIE BLAKE 
Forthcoming dates —
July 17, August 21, September 18 
Cost: $95.00
Course Manual separately for $25 

COMPUTER SEARCHES
Let us do them for you on 15 different systems.

ENTERPRISE INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT
P.O. Box 309, Milsons Point, 2061
Suite 314, 30 Glen St, Milsons Point
Tel (02) 923 1059

r

INMAGIC
its for people who 
know what they’re 
looking for.
More or less.

Designed & produced by — 
INMAGIC INC 
238 Broadway,
Cambridge, Ma. 02139

INMAGIC is a powerful, low cost, text retrieval software package suitable for use on a 
range of micro and minicomputers. It enables professional users such as librarians, law
yers, engineers, records managers and researchers in all fields to build textual databases 
and use them to provide information in a variety of formats.
INMAGIC has full-text capability if required. Data is stored in up to 75 variable length 
fields and information is retrieved using Boolean operators. The powerful Report Gener
ator allows users to format the output to meet virtually any requirement. Simple and 
clear documentation, supported by on-line menus, tutorials and a HELP facility make 
INMAGIC one of the simplest to use.
NEW, WITH INMAGIC VERSION 7
• Full screen editor for easier entry and modification of report and database designs and records.
• Password security at field/function level.
• Calculations in reports, 4-level arithmetic, %, totals and subtotals.
• Improved report generator with numeric formatting, multiple heading lines and more 

conditionals.

TRIMAGIC SOFTWARE PTY. LTD.
Sydney: Brisbane:
Suite 314/30 Glen Street PO Box 176
PO Box 265 North Quay. 400!
Milsons Point. 2061 (07) 808 1102
(02) 922 3076

Perth:
c/o Datatech Information Services 
442 Murray Street 
Perth. 6000 
(09) 322 6930


